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SUMMARY

Ocean tides redistribute mass at high temporal frequencies. Satellite missions that aim to ob-
serve medium to low frequency mass variations need to take into account this rapidly varying
mass signal. Correcting for the effects of ocean tides by means of imperfect models might ham-
per the observation of other temporal gravity field signals of interest. This paper explores differ-
ent methods for mitigating aliasing errors for the specific example of observing mass variations
due to land hydrology, including temporal filtering of time series of gravity solutions, spa-
tial smoothing and the use of satellite constellations. Forthis purpose, an Earth System Model
(ESM) was constructed, which included state-of-the-art time varying components for ocean, at-
mosphere, solid earth, hydrology, ice-sheets, and ocean tides. Using the ESM, we simulated the
retrieval of the hydrologically driven gravity field changes using a number of different satellite
constellations.
We find that 1) the ocean tide aliasing strongly depends on thesatellite constellation, the choice
of orbital parameters and the length of the data span; 2) the aliasing effect manifests itself
differently for different geographical regions; 3) the aliasing causes a peculiar striping pattern
along the ground track of the satellite orbits; 4) optimizing the choice of orbital parameters
of a single GRACE-type tandem can be more effective at reducing the aliasing of ocean tide
model errors than flying more tandems. Finally, we corroborate the experiences with GRACE
data analysis that appropriate post-processing techniques can significantly improve the quality
of the retrieved gravity changes.

Key words: aliasing – GRACE – low-low satellite-to-satellite tracking – ocean tides mass
changes – repeat orbits – satellite constellation – space-borne gravimetry.

1 INTRODUCTION

The CHAMP and GRACE missions have demonstrated the tremen-
dous potential for observing mass changes in the Earth system from
space (Reigber et al., 1999; Reigber, et al. 2003; Tapley et al.,
2004a; Tapley et al., 2004b). The processing of space-bornegravi-
metric observations, such as low-low (ll) and high-low (hl)satellite-
to-satellite tracking (SST) plus accelerometer observations, has
reached a point where the major limitation of the accuracy ofre-
solved temporal gravity field models is no longer caused by sen-
sor errors (e.g. observation noise), but by errors in the modelling
of mass changes due to the atmosphere, ocean currents and ocean
tides. Errors in ocean tide models are considered as one of the ma-
jor sources of error in the determination of temporal gravity field
models from GRACE data (Knudsen and Andersen, 2002; Seo et
al., 2008a). Moreover, the problem is exacerbated by the contin-
uously changing ground track for GRACE, which leads to an in-

homogeneous sampling in time and space of gravity field changes.
The inhomogeneous sampling results in an extremely complicated
pattern of gravity changes due to aliased ocean tides signals. The
ocean tides aliasing problem is addressed in more detail in Sec-
tion 2. Many post-processing data reduction methods have been
documented for mitigating the effect of errors in the so-called de-
aliasing products. Common approaches for this are smoothing with
a Gaussian filter (Wahr et al., 2004; Tapley et al., 2004b) anda cor-
related error filter for de-striping (Swenson and Wahr, 2006). How-
ever, it was found that the impact of such filters is limited, and also
that as a negative side effect the gravity field changes one wants to
observe are smoothed.

This paper describes a number of possible methods for mit-
igating the problem of tidal aliasing. It has been investigated if
this problem can be reduced in the data processing stage by filter-
ing and spatial smoothing techniques (Section 3.1 and 3.2),and at
the mission design stage, by choosing appropriate orbit parameters
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and satellite constellations (Section 3.3). The methods have been
tested by simulation, for which we developed a model of ”real-
earth” time-varying mass distributions (Section 4.1 of this paper,
cf. (Dam et al., 2008)). With this model, synthetic gravity fieldre-
trievals were generated using several different satelliteconstella-
tions of GRACE-type satellite tandems (Section 4). This closed-
loop simulation system allows the rigorous simulation of satellite
orbits in the presence of detailed force models (including gravity
field changes due to ocean currents and tides, atmosphere, hydrol-
ogy and ice), low-low satellite-to-satellite tracking (ll-SST) obser-
vations and gravity field retrieval (Dam et al., 2008). In addition,
the impact of ocean tide model errors and observation noise was
investigated. The simulations for each constellation wererun for
a period of a full year. We then attempted to extract the gravity
field changes due to hydrology from the synthetic gravity field re-
trievals using different methods for reducing aliasing effects. The
accuracy of the retrievals was assessed globally and for twose-
lected regions, one close to the equator (Amazon) and one close to
the poles (Greenland) (Section 5). Finally, results are summarized
and conclusions are drawn (Section 6).

2 THE OCEAN TIDES ALIASING PROBLEM

Investigations based on real GRACE data demonstrate that the
aliasing errors introduced by inexact models, which are used for
the reduction of time variable mass signals with high frequency
content, e.g. due to ocean tides, atmosphere variations andocean
currents, lead to severe distortions in the monthly gravitysolutions,
see for example (Ray and Luthcke, 2006; Seo et al., 2008a; Seo
et al., 2008b; Han et al., 2004; Moore and King, 2008). Analy-
ses have indicated that ocean tide modeling errors are currently the
dominant error source,cf. Figure 4-1 in (Rummel and Koop,2008).
These analyses also indicated that for example errors in themodel-
ing of atmospheric gravity changes have a much smaller effect.

Although Ray and Luthcke (2006) and Seo et al. (2008a) illus-
trate that the ocean tide aliasing errors seem to be smaller than the
calibrated GRACE gravity field errors (Wahr et al., 2006), they are
larger than the pre-launch estimate of the gravity field recovery er-
ror based on the GRACE instrument error. For a future mission, it
is expected that instrumentation will be even more sophisticated,
e.g. inter-satellite tracking by high-precision lasers which might
improve the range-rate measurement precision by a factor of100
(Bender et al., 2003; Nerem et al., 2006). In this case, the limit-
ing factor in extracting a gravity change will most certainly not be
the instrument sensitivity, but instead the aliasing of theocean tide
modeling errors. Realization of this fact means that methods for the
reduction or removal of the aliasing problems have to be advanced
if a significant gain in the determination of the time variable geopo-
tential is to be made by a future satellite mission. The impact of
sensor noise will be addressed as well in this paper (Section5.1.1).

In our investigations of ocean tide aliasing, only repeat orbits
will be considered. The motivation for this is to keep the aliasing
effects due to time-variable ground tracks as low as possible. Fur-
thermore, the sampling of time variable effects, especially of peri-
odic phenomena, such as the ocean tides, is more systematic.Parke
(1987) specified the aliasing periods of ocean tides for satellite al-
timetry (eq. A.2, Appendix A), where point-wise in-situ observa-
tions of the sea surface are available. These formulas can also be
incorporated for analyzing how ocean tides alias into temporally
varying gravity field solutions (Section 3.1). We note that such an
analysis can also be done for a mission like GRACE, which does

not fly in a repeat orbit, as documented in e.g. (Ray and Luthcke,
2006; Han et al., 2004; Seo et al., 2008a; Seo et al., 2008b; Ray
and Luthcke, 2006). It has to be noted that repeat orbits can be
maintained at very low altitudes with state-of-the-art orbit control
systems without loss of observations, as is proven by the GOCE
mission (Drinkwater et al.,2007).

The spatio-temporal aliasing of ocean tides is much more
complicated and complex than simply considering the temporal
aliasing frequencies. A very important issue when considering
the aliasing in temporal gravity solutions (e.g. monthly GRACE
solutions), is also how the phase of the ocean tide constituents
are observed by GRACE at different locations along the ground
track. Knudsen (2003) showed that different tidal constituents
(M2, S2,K1, O1) display different patterns in terms of phase along
the GRACE ground track. Seo et al. (2008a) proved that temporal
aliasing also leads to spatial distortions. Another effectdescribed in
Han et al. (2004) and Seo et al. (2008a; 2008b) are distortions due
to integer multiples of the orbital near-resonance order 15and cor-
responding degrees of the same parity, which can be explained by
Kaula’s orbit resonance formulas (Kaula, 1966). These resonance
related distortions contribute to the striping pattern in the GRACE
gravity field solutions and are mainly visible for tides withaliasing
frequencies smaller than the GRACE solution interval (nominally
30 days).

The aliasing effects discussed above occur predominantly at
the predicted aliasing frequencies, although some variability might
be anticipated due to the non-repeat orbit of GRACE. These spa-
tial distortions show that aliasing effects of ocean tides are not re-
stricted to the oceans. Mass change estimates over land are affected
also (in addition to the spatial leakage that can be attributed to the
use of spherical harmonics as basis functions, Appendix B) due to
the integrated nature of the ll-SST observations, thus affecting e.g.
estimates of gravity changes due to hydrology and ice.

For this study, use has been made of the TPXO6.2 (Egbert
and Erofeeva, 2002) and FES2004 (Lyard et al., 2006) tide mod-
els, which display relatively large differences in the Arctic region
(Fig. 1). Such differences typically result in ll-SST observation
residuals that are not confined to the Arctic areas, but are spread
out over the entire world (see also Section 5).

It might be argued that aliasing effects of tides with aliasing
frequencies less than the time-interval between consecutive gravity
field solutions (nominally 30 days for GRACE) might be averaged
to some extent. As GRACE data analysis has shown, this is partially
correct. However, the remaining gravity field recovery errors due to
aliasing are still large (Han et al., 2004; Seo et al., 2008a;Seo et al.,
2008b).

3 REDUCING THE OCEAN TIDAL ALIASING IN
SPACE-BORNE GRAVIMETRY

With perfect models for ocean tides, the temporal aliasing problem
in space-borne gravimetry would be significantly reduced. How-
ever, tidal models are not perfect and their improvement is the sub-
ject of significant ongoing research (Savcenko and Bosch, 2008).
With every improvement in our tidal models, it is expected that the
tidal aliasing effects will be reduced. Unfortunately, practical con-
siderations require other solutions. Given the availability of already
decades of high-precision satellite radar altimeter observations, it
will be a major challenge to improve tidal models in the near future
to such an extent that the associated gravity field recovery error
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Figure 1. Variability of the ocean tidal potential in terms of root-mean-square (RMS) values on a 1◦x 1◦ grid. Development of the 8 major tidal constituents
to maximum SH degree 50: FES2004 model (left) and differences between FES2004 and TPXO6.2 (right).

level is below the recovery error based on the anticipated observa-
tion precision for future ll-SST ranging systems (see Section 5.1.1).

For new mission designs, the possibility of enhancing and im-
proving data reduction techniques should be taken into account.
For example, ocean tides cause perturbations with aliased periods,
which can be predicted accurately for repeat orbits. It willbe inves-
tigated if it is possible to eliminate ocean tide spectral lines from
the time series of gravity field spherical harmonic (SH) coefficients
(Section 3.1). In addition, it will be attempted to reduce the effect of
tidal aliasing by spatial smoothing (Section 3.2). For new mission
designs, there is also the obvious trade-off that missions with short
repeat periods reduce temporal aliasing at the expense of spatial
resolution, and missions with good spatial coverage reducespatial
aliasing at the cost of temporal resolution. To reduce both types
of aliasing, more satellites are required. We explore this option in
Section 3.3.

3.1 Temporal filtering of series of gravity solutions

Ocean tide model errors can have a significant impact on the obser-
vation of gravity changes due to hydrology as observed by gravi-
metric satellites. For such satellites that fly in repeat orbits, it can
be anticipated that tide model errors alias at particular frequen-
cies, just as occurs in the observation of sea level by altimeters
(Schlax and Chelton, 1994; Parke, 1987). Therefore, it is interest-
ing to investigate if the retrieved gravity field models (spherical
harmonic coefficients) can be corrected by estimating the ampli-
tudes for those periods and then reduced afterward. An approach
has been implemented where the gravity field retrieval errordue to
ocean tide model errors is represented by sinusoidal signals with
unknown amplitudes. The time series of gravity field coefficients
are then represented as:

C̄lm(t) =

ntide
∑

ot=1

[

Ac,lm cos(
2π

Tot

t) +Bc,lm sin(
2π

Tot

t)
]

S̄lm(t) =

ntide
∑

ot=1

[

As,lm cos(
2π

Tot

t) +Bs,lm sin(
2π

Tot

t)
]

(1)

where,C̄lm(t), S̄lm(t) are the retrieved spherical harmonic co-
efficients (one set for each retrieval period, e.g. 30 days for
GRACE), t is the time in the middle of the retrieval period,
andAk,lm, Bk,lm (k = c, s) represent the amplitudes for the
number ofntide selected aliasing periodsTot. The coefficients
Ak,lm, Bk,lm (k = c, s) are estimated by a least-squares fit and
subtracted from the original time series of gravity field coefficients.
This procedure carries the risk of absorbing part of the signal of in-
terest (e.g. mass changes due to continental hydrology), especially
when the ocean tide aliasing periodsTot coincide or are close to
dominant periods in the signal of interest. Also, if the mission du-
ration or time span of observations is shorter than the oceantide
aliasing periods, the separation of gravity changes due to ocean
tides from other gravity changes will be hampered.

3.2 Spatial smoothing

In the analysis of time series of GRACE gravity solutions, smooth-
ing with a Gaussian filter can be applied to reduce the effect of
distortions or stripes (Wahr et al., 2004; Tapley et al., 2004b). In
this paper, a comparable but different straightforward approach is
adopted, namely spatial smoothing by applying spherical cap av-
eraging operators to the retrieved spherical harmonic gravity field
coefficients. Use will be made of the Meissl or Pellinen smoothing
operators (Meissl, 1971; Pellinen, 1966). These operators(βl,ψ) are
both a function of the spherical harmonic degreel and the resolu-
tionψ (spherical cap radius in degrees (◦)) and are isotropic:

βl,ψ =
1

1 − cosψ

1

2l + 1

[

P̄l−1(cosψ) − P̄l+1(cosψ)
]

(2)

whereP̄l represents the normalized Legendre polynomial of degree
l. Any smoothing will not only reduce artefacts, but will alsodamp
the gravity field changes one wants to observe.

It has to be noted that it is not claimed that the selected ap-
proach for spatial smoothing is optimal. The adopted approach
serves however the purpose of showing the possibilities andeffects
of spatial smoothing. For GRACE, it has been shown that especially
the use of non-isotropic filters has great potential (Kusche2007).
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3.3 Satellite constellations

The design of a single-satellite or single GRACE-type tandem mis-
sion requires scientists and mission designers to make manytrade-
offs, such as orbital height (e.g. enhanced sensitivityvs. higher at-
mospheric perturbations at lower altitudes) and repeat period (spa-
tial vs. temporal sampling). The choice of these orbital parame-
ters will also determine ocean tide aliasing periods (Section 4).
For understanding mass variations at all scales, increasedspatial
and temporal sampling will always be required. Improved spatial
and temporal sampling of the mass field can be achieved by us-
ing more satellites or satellite tandems. The complications of de-
signing a single-tandem mission are greatly increased and involve
many more choices, i.e. the choice of orbital inclinations (all po-
lar, or different inclinations to get a more homogeneous density
of ground tracks in latitude), orbital planes (equal or interleaved
ground tracks), etc. In effect, the number of possible mission sce-
narios is infinite. For this investigation, we have only useda limited
number of satellite constellations to assess the impact of ocean tide
aliasing on different design specifications.

4 SIMULATION SETUP AND MISSION SCENARIOS

Gravity field recovery simulation experiments were conducted for
several periods and mission scenarios using a comprehensive force
modeling theory (Table 1) and using a software infrastructure that
was built around the NASA/GSFC GEODYN software package
(Pavlis et al., 2006; Visser and Schrama, 2005).

4.1 Simulating observations

A realistic Earth System Model (ESM) was developed. The ESM
contains 6-hourly mass changes due to the atmosphere, oceancur-
rents, ice, continental hydrology, and the solid earth. Details re-
garding the ESM can be found in (Dam et al., 2008). Gravity field
variations were modeled by connecting these 6-hourly fieldspiece-
wise linearly in time for the year 1996. It has to be noted thatocean
tides were modeled separately by spherical harmonics with con-
tinuously time-varying coefficients (Appendix B). The GEODYN
package was then used to simulate satellite orbits and ll-SST ob-
servations in the presence of a comprehensive set of force models
(Table 1). Simulated gravity field solutions were derived complete
to degree and order 50 (capturing the largest part of gravityfield
variations).

We assumed that the orbit perturbations are derived from GPS
hl-SST observations. Therefore, the gravity field recoverywill be
based on the combination of time series of ll-SST observations and
satellite position coordinates. A weighted least-squaresestimation
method was used where the weights are, in principle, in accordance
with the anticipated observation error levels (the impact of different
relative weights between ll-SST and orbit coordinates is assessed
as well). An observation time interval of 20 s was used. The syn-
thetic gravity field solutions were simulated using the parameters
provided in Table 1.

The observations are processed in daily batches, where for
each day orbital parameters (start position and velocity for each
satellite) are estimated together with spherical harmonicgravity
field coefficients. Gravity field solutions are obtained by combining
the normal equations for a specified number of consecutive days.
Time series are then obtained covering nominally one year using

Table 1. Definition of static and temporal gravity field models that form
part of the simulated real world.

Dynamic models

Static gravity field GGM01S (Tapley et al., 2003), part complete to de-
gree and order 50

Gravity changes hydrology, atmosphere, oceans, ice and solid-earth: 6-
hourly piecewise linear fields (Dam et al., 2008)

Tidal gravity Wahr solid earth tides; ocean tides: FES2004 (Lyard
et al., 2006)

Third body attrac-
tion

Sun, Moon, Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn,
Neptune, according to JPL DE200 ephemeris

Reference frame

Polar motion Earth orientation and length of day from IERS EOP
90 C 04 solution

Coordinate system J2000; precession IAU 1976 (Lieske model); nutation
IAU 1980 (Wahr model)

Measurement models

ll-SST 20-second integrated Doppler
Orbit Cartesian coordinates with time step of 20 s

a time step of one day. For example, if gravity solutions are pro-
duced for 8-day periods, the first solution covers January 1-8, the
second January 2-9, the third January 3-10, etc. (cf. (Kurtenbach
et al., 2009) where a Kalman filter approach is used for deriving
daily gravity field changes).

During the estimation process, the observations are fed to the
same software system that was used to simulate them. If the real
world as outlined in Table 1 would be used again, the observa-
tion residuals would become equal to zero and so would be the
estimated gravity field coefficients. However, during this estima-
tion process, the hydrological part of the ESM was not included in
the force model. In addition, the ocean tide model was replaced by
TPXO6.2 (Egbert and Erofeeva, 2002). Thus, observation residuals
will be caused by the integrated effect of mass variations due to the
ESM hydrology (in the following referred to as input hydrology)
and FES2004/TPX06.2 ocean tide model differences. The aim was
then to recover the gravity changes due to hydrology from these
observation residuals.

4.2 Mission scenarios

The GRACE mission provides global coverage because of its polar
orbit. The polar orbit is a requirement for observing mass varia-
tions in the Arctic and the Antarctic. The GRACE satellites fly in
non-repeating orbits. These orbits lead to a continuously chang-
ing ground track pattern which in turn migh lead to a difference in
quality of the e.g. monthly gravity solutions in terms of spatial res-
olution. Furthermore, the polar orbits have a ground track density
that increases towards the poles, introducing a latitudinal change
in the resolution of the solutions. These effects can be avoided to
a large extent by selecting satellite repeat orbits and by combining
satellites that fly in orbits with different inclinations asproposed by
e.g. Bender et al. (2008).

In this paper, two kinds of satellite constellations to improve
the spatio-temporal aliasing have been investigated, namely so-
called homogeneous and heterogeneous ground track strategies. In
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Table 2. Investigated mission scenarios. Each mission scenario consists of
a different combination of the satellite tandem types 1 (polar, 8-day repeat),
2 (polar, 5-day repeat) and 3 (non-polar, 23-day repeat). The inter-satellite
distance is indicated byδ.

Repeat period
Tandem a (km) i (deg) δ (deg) days rev.

type nodal/solar

1 6746.3 90.0 1.958 8/7.98 125 SC1
2 6696.4 90.0 1.958 5/4.99 79 BEN1
3 6784.8 117.4 1.958 23/23.17 360 BEN2

Label of investigated mission scenarios

SC1 1 pair of type 1
SC12 2 pairs of type 1, 4-day interleaved
SC1234 4 pairs of type 1, 2-, 4- and 6-day interleaved
BEN1 1 pair of type 2
BEN12 2 pairs, 1 of type 2 and one of type 3

homogeneous ground track strategies, satellite tandems based on
the same repeat orbit are combined (Reubelt et al., 2009). A satel-
lite flying in aβ/α-repeat orbit fulfilsβ revolutions inα nodal days,
whereβ andα are relative primes (Appendix A). In principle, the
product of spatial and temporal resolution of a repeat orbitcan be
considered constant for low earth orbiting satellites. This means
that the spatial resolution can not be enhanced without deteriorating
the temporal resolution and vice-versa. As a consequence, the spa-
tial resolution can only be improved without loosing temporal res-
olution by means of additional satellite tandems flying interleaved
ground tracks. The temporal resolution can only be enhancedwith-
out deteriorating the spatial resolution by adding satellite tandems.
In our investigations, we have tested the improvement of thetem-
poral resolution by means of flying time-shifted satellite tandems
with exactly the same ground track.

Polar orbits lead to a ground track density that increases from
equator to poles (Fig. 2). This leads to larger errors in the grav-
ity field solutions for low latitudes. This problem can be overcome
by heterogeneous ground track designs, where orbits with differ-
ent inclinations and repeat periods are combined. Heterogeneous
ground track designs have originally been proposed by Bender et
al. (2008). These designs are able to improve spatial and temporal
resolution simultaneously and also the different aliasingfrequen-
cies might be helpful for de-aliasing (Dam et al., 2008).

A number of mission scenarios has been investigated (Ta-
ble 2). The starting point was a mission consisting of one GRACE-
type pair of satellites with an intersatellite distanceδ of about 230
km (also comparable to GRACE). A purely polar orbit was selected
to guarantee full global coverage. The satellites fly in a repeat or-
bit for which the repeat period is 8 nodal days (7.98 solar days)
in which the satellites complete 125 orbital revolutions. This mis-
sion scenario is labeled SC1. In addition, two other missionsce-
narios were investigated consisting of 2 and 4 identical pairs of
satellites in identical repeat orbits, labeled respectively SC12 and
SC1234. The SC12 second pair of satellites travels the exactsame
ground track but with a delay of 4 days compared to the first pair.
The SC1234 second, third and fourth pairs also travel exactly the
same ground track, but with delays of 2, 4 and 6 days compared
to the first pair. All these mission scenarios carry the characteristic
of a confluence of tracks at the polar areas and thus an inhomo-
geneous data distribution as a function of latitude. Therefore, also

Table 3.Aliasing periods (days, unless indicated otherwise) for the 8 major
ocean tidal constituents for different mission scenarios.

Constituent SC1 SC12 SC1234 BEN1 BEN2

M2 19.18 13.66 13.66 13.66 104.93
S2 182.62 182.66 182.66 182.64 66.47
N2 63.10 9.13 9.13 10.98 374.43
K2 > 100 yr > 100 yr > 100 yr > 100 yr 48.73
K1 > 100 yr > 100 yr > 100 yr > 100 yr 97.46
O1 19.18 13.66 13.66 13.66 50.53
P1 182.62 182.62 182.62 182.63 209.01
Q1 63.10 9.13 9.13 10.98 77.33

Bender-type constellation was selected for comparison, consisting
of two GRACE-type pairs of satellites with the same inter-satellite
distance, labeled BEN12. The two pairs of satellites of thisconstel-
lation, labeled respectively BEN1 and BEN2, fly in orbits with a
repeat period of respectively 5 and 23 days, in which they complete
respectively 79 and 360 orbital revolutions. The orbital inclination
is equal to respectively 90 and 117.4 deg (see Fig. 2 for the ground
track patterns). As a feature, the Bender constellation leads to a
more - be it not perfect - homogeneous ground track density asa
function of latitude (Visser, 2009). For additional information re-
garding the input that led to the choice of these mission scenarios,
the reader is referred to Reubelt et al. (2009), Bender et al.(2008)
and Dam et al. (2008).

The ocean tides aliasing periods for the selected mission sce-
narios are derived using eq. A.2 (Appendix A). For the polar satel-
lites, the tidal componentsS2 andP1 have alias periods of about
half a year (Table 3).These periods will interfere with semi-annual
cycles of mass change processes. The tidal componentsK1 andK2

have almost infinite aliasing periods for the polar satellites, so that
we can safely assume that these components hardly affect theob-
servation of gravity changes on time scales up to many years and
even decades. The inclusion of non-polar satellites (BEN2)leads
to significantly different alias periods, with an alias period of about
one year for theN2 component.

5 RESULTS

A number of selected gravity field retrieval simulations were con-
ducted, starting with a few bench marks to assess the sensitivity of
gravity field retrievals to observation noise and ocean tidemodel
errors, observation weighting, and temporal aliasing (Section 5.1).
More extensive simulations were carried out for a period covering
a full year (Section 5.2).

For the analysis and the assessment of the different methods
and options, we employ Singular Value Decompositions or Empir-
ical Orthogonal Functions (EOFs) of the time series of gravity field
solutions on global and regional scales. This technique hasbeen
applied successfully to time series of GRACE gravity field solu-
tions for identifying sources of mass change in the earth system,
e.g. (Wouters and Schrama, 2007).

5.1 Bench marks

5.1.1 Observational noise and ocean tide modeling errors

Initially, use is made of one polar tandem with an 8-day repeat pe-
riod (SC1). Also, the retrievals were done for one 8-day period
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Figure 2. Ground track for SC1 single-tandem polar mission and BEN12 dual-tandem Bender mission for a 2-day period.

(1-8 January 1996), thus combining 8 sets of daily normal equa-
tions. The nominal noise level for the Cartesian orbit coordinates
is fixed at 1 cm (precision level of orbit determination) and these
coordinates are weighted accordingly (σorbit = 1 cm). The effect
of two different ll-SST noise levels (σll−SST) has been assessed:
1.0 and 0.01µm/s by choosing the weight of the ll-SST observa-
tions accordingly. The 1.0µm/s is rather conservative considering
the GRACE performance (Frommknecht et al., 2006), whereas the
0.01µm/s is considered feasible with future laser-based sensor sys-
tems (TAS,2008).

Observational noise was added to the error-free observations
by using a random Gaussian noise generator with zero mean and
standard deviation equal to the above specified noise levels. In ad-
dition, by using the FES2004 ocean tide model in the real world
and TPX06.2 as reference model when estimating gravity coeffi-
cients, we were able to study the effect of the differences between
these two ocean tide models.

An observational noise level of 1.0µm/s leads to larger grav-
ity field retrieval errors than the simulated tide model differences
(Fig. 3), but the tide model errors lead to at least an order ofmag-
nitude larger gravity field retrieval errors than 0.01µm/s ll-SST
observation noise. Based on these results, it can already becon-
cluded that ocean tide model errors need to be reduced signifi-
cantly when full advantage is to be taken of improved ll-SST sen-
sors. Also, ocean tide model errors lead to gravity field retrieval er-
rors larger than the gravity variations due to continental hydrology
around spherical harmonic degree 25. However, note that thecom-
parison in terms of spherical harmonics should be considered only
as indicative for the true errors and is in fact rather pessimistic, be-
cause the gravity changes due to continental hydrology are largely
confined to the land areas and the ocean tides to the oceanic regions
(although gravity changes are smeared out due to the integrated ef-
fect on ll-SST observations, see Section 2).

5.1.2 Observation weighting

An important issue that needs to be addressed is the weighting of
the observations. The nominal standard deviations used forweight-
ing the ll-SST (σll−SST) observations and orbit coordinates (σorbit)
in the least-squares estimation were taken equal to 1µm/s and 1
cm, respectively. If the only error source would be Gaussianuncor-
related observation noise, the optimal weights would be commen-
surate with the observation noise levels. However, when other sys-
tematic error sources are introduced, e.g. ocean tide modelerrors,
weighting becomes a complicated issue. It is beyond the scope of
this paper to develop a procedure for optimal observation weighting
and we refer the reader to previous work in this field, e.g. by Ditmar

Figure 3. Gravity field retrieval error due to different noise levels for 8-day
solution with one polar tandem (SC1). An estimate of the gravity field vari-
ations due to continental hydrology and gravity field estimation errors due
to the differences between the FES2004 and TOP06.2 ocean tide models are
included for reference.

et al. (2007). However, one bench mark test has been performed to
assess the impact of different weighting in the presence of only
ocean tide model errors (thus no observation noise was applied). It
was found that the impact on gravity field retrieval error canbe sig-
nificant, particularly at higher spherical harmonic degrees: below
degree 30, the impact is marginal (Fig. 4). Even though observa-
tion weights may (or are) not optimal for the cases outlined below,
it is fair to state that results will be representative of theseveral pos-
sibilities for mitigating the impact of ocean tide model errors that
will be explored.

5.1.3 Temporal aliasing

Finally, the impact of temporal aliasing was investigated for a few
mission scenarios. The bench marks discussed above are based
on 8-day retrievals for a satellite flying in an 8-day repeat orbit.
Since the gravity field variations due to continental hydrology vary
piecewise linearly with 6 hour intervals, temporal aliasing will oc-
cur. In addition to the 8-day retrieval for mission scenarioSC1,
2-day (January 1-2) and 5-day (January 1-5) retrievals wereana-
lyzed for mission scenarios SC1234 and BEN12 (Table 2). As to
be expected, the gravity field retrieval error due to temporal alias-
ing is reduced significantly for shorter sampling intervals(Fig. 5).
The retrieval errors due to temporal aliasing are smaller than due
to ocean tide model errors (Fig. 4), but larger than due to ll-SST
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Figure 4. Gravity field retrieval error due to TPX06.2 and FES2004 ocean
tide model differences for 8-day solution with one polar tandem (SC1) us-
ing different ll-SST observation weights. An estimate of the gravity field
variations due to continental hydrology and gravity field estimation errors
due to temporal aliasing are included for reference.

observation noise at a level of 0.01µm/s. It might thus cautiously
be concluded that at some point it is better to invest in constella-
tions of more satellites than in further improvement of ll-SST and
supporting sensors.

5.2 One-year gravity field retrieval simulations

Gravity field retrievals were conducted covering 1996 for several
mission scenarios (Section 4.2). Nominally, gravity field retrievals
represent periods equal to the repeat period of the orbits that are
flown by the (combination of) satellite tandem(s). Thus, forSC1,
SC12 and SC1234, solutions were obtained for 8-, 4- and 2-day
periods, respectively. All the solutions were obtained with a 1-day
time step. For BEN1, time series of 5-day solutions were generated,
and for BEN12 both 5-day and 23-day solutions were obtained.It
was found that the mass variations due to hydrology can be rep-
resented very well by the dominant mode obtained by a Singular
Value Decomposition of the time series of associated mass varia-

Figure 5. Gravity field retrieval error due to temporal aliasing for different
retrieval periods and different mission scenarios. An estimate of the gravity
field variations due to continental hydrology is included for reference.

Table 4.Effect of temporal aliasing and ocean tide model errors on retrieved
1st EOFs of continental hydrology for 1996 in terms of global RMSof
geoid differences with respect to the truth model.

Filtering Smoothing Arc length Signal Error
(◦) (day) (mm) (mm)

one tandem (SC1), temporal aliasing only

NO 0 8 0.87 0.01
NO 5 8 0.84 0.04
NO 10 8 0.77 0.07
NO 20 8 0.62 0.12

one tandem (SC1), FES2004-TPX06.2

NO 0 8 0.87 2.00
3rd EOF 0 8 0.87 0.21

NO 5 8 0.84 0.69
NO 10 8 0.77 0.13
NO 20 8 0.62 0.16

one tandem (BEN1), FES2004-TPX06.2

NO 0 5 0.87 0.12

one tandem (SC1), FES2004-TPX06.2

YES 0 8 0.87 0.25
YES 5 8 0.84 0.12
YES 10 8 0.77 0.13
YES 20 8 0.62 0.16

two tandems (SC12), FES2004-TPX06.2

NO 0 4 0.87 0.11
NO 0 8 0.87 0.11

four tandems (SC1234), FES2004-TPX06.2

NO 0 2 0.88 0.11
NO 0 4 0.87 0.11
NO 0 8 0.87 0.11

Bender two tandems (BEN12), FES2004-TPX06.2

NO 0 5 0.87 0.11
NO 0 23 0.88 0.61

tions. For example, the first global EOF accounts for 88% of the
root-mean-square (RMS) mass variations in terms of global geoid
undulations (based on a 1◦ x 1◦ global grid).

5.2.1 Nominal gravity field retrievals

In our first retrieval experiment, no error sources were introduced
and gravity field changes due to the atmosphere, ocean (currents
and tides) and ice were modeled. The use of atmosphere, ocean
and ice models at this stage is similar to the atmosphere and ocean
dealiasing performed during the retrieval of the GRACE gravity
fields (ice is not included in the GRACE dealiasing products). Sub-
sequently, we are left with gravity field variability resulting only
from changes in continental hydrology. In this case, any retrieval
error would be due to temporal aliasing of the gravity changes due
to hydrology alone. We found that the retrieval error was negligi-
ble. This fact is also supported by the amplitude of the RMS of
the global geoid differences between the first EOF of the input and
retrieved gravity field changes (see the first line of Table 4). The
RMS of the difference is 0.01 mm. This is very small compared to
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the RMS of the original gravity field changes, 0.87 mm. It has to
be noted that temporal aliasing might be reduced to an even lower
number by the use of continuous functions in time for the SH grav-
ity field coefficients, but this has not been explored for the research
described in this paper.

The effect of the simulated ocean tide model errors on the first
EOF of retrieved hydrological gravity changes is displayedin the
middle row of Fig. 6 for the case where one polar tandem is used
(SC1) and 8-day retrievals are done with a 1-day time step. For
reference, the first EOF of the input or true hydrological gravity
changes is displayed in the top row of this figure. The original 6-
hourly hydrological input models have been averaged to 8-days.

The temporal dependence of the first EOF of the hydrological
gravity changes (top row right Fig. 6) displays a clear annual cy-
cle plus a small trend. In contrast, the temporal dependencefor the
retrieval with the ocean tide model errors resembles the superposi-
tion of many periodic signals. The dominant period in the retrieval
series is about 63 days, i.e. the aliasing period of theN2 andQ1

tides (Table 3). The second EOF for this retrieval also displays such
signals (complementing the first EOF, i.e. sine and cosine parts).
The third EOF resembles the input hydrological model features,
but even this EOF still contains many stripes (Fig. 7). The global
RMS of geoid differences is reduced from 2 mm for the first EOF
to 0.21 mm for the third EOF (indicated in Table 4).

5.2.2 Temporal filtering of series of gravity solutions

For mission scenario SC1, three dominant ocean tides aliasing pe-
riods were identified with lengths of 19.18, 182.63 and 63.10days
(Table 3). For these periods, amplitudes were estimated together
with a mean for the time series of spherical harmonic coefficients
covering 1996. The same time series was corrected afterwardby
subtracting the estimated sinusoids and mean from the spherical
harmonic coefficients. The first EOF for this corrected time series
is displayed at the bottom row of Fig. 6. Although stripes canstill
be observed in the geographical part of the EOF, the time function
part contains less variability than the unfiltered case to the extent
that the annual signal has become evident. Nonetheless, aliasing
remains in the temporal signature as can be observed by compar-
ing the filtered EOF (Bottom Right Fig. 6) with the original input
hydrology (top right Fig. 6).

Finally, we note that the striping pattern is strongest close to
the equator, i.e. at the latitudes where the biggest distance between
adjacent ground tracks exists. The RMS of geoid differencesof the
first EOF is reduced from 2.0 mm to 0.25 mm, which is comparable
to the reduction obtained when using the third EOF (Table 4).The
global RMS of geoid corrections for the 1996 time series based on
the filtered signal is equal to 1.2, 0.8 and 2.4 mm for the periods of
19.18, 182.63 and 63.10 days, respectively.

5.2.3 Spatial smoothing

Spatial smoothing of the first EOF of both the hydrological input
model and the gravity field retrievals (filtered and unfiltered) for
mission scenario SC1 was applied using Equation 2 for spherical
cap radii of 5◦ and 10◦ (or about 500 and 1000 km radius). The
combination of temporal filtering and 5◦ spatial smoothing results
in a good agreement between the original and recovered hydro-
logical gravity changes for scenario SC1. The RMS of the geoid
differences is reduced to 0.12 mm compared to the RMS of the 5◦

smoothed input hydrology of 0.84 mm (Table 4). Without temporal

filtering, it was found that significant stripes can still be observed
around the equator and the RMS is equal to about 0.69 mm. By in-
creasing the spherical cap radius to 10◦, a good agreement between
original and recovered gravity changes is achieved withouttem-
poral filtering (middle Fig. 8). In this case, the RMS of the geoid
differences is equal to 0.13 mm compared to a 10◦ smoothed input
hydrology of 0.77 mm. Further increasing the smoothing cap radius
results in larger values for the RMS of geoid differences.

5.2.4 Different mission scenarios

In addition to the 8-day repeat one polar tandem mission scenario
(SC1), a 5-day polar repeat mission was simulated (BEN1). The
BEN1 mission results in different aliasing periods as compared
with SC1, especially for theN2 andQ1 tidal components (about 11
days instead of 63 days, see Table 3). The impact of tide modeler-
rors on the first EOF of the retrieved hydrological gravity changes is
significantly reduced for this mission scenario. This first EOF com-
pares very well with the first EOF of the input hydrology (Fig.9).
The RMS of geoid differences is reduced from 2.0 to 0.12 mm (Ta-
ble 4). By reducing the repeat period by flying more tandems, i.e.
two (SC12) or four (SC1234), the retrieval can be improved signif-
icantly (Fig. 10) and the RMS of geoid differences is reducedfrom
2.0 to 0.11 mm (Fig. 10). It has to be noted that similar results were
obtained for the SC12 4- and 8-day solutions, and the SC1234 2-,
4- and 8-day solutions (Table 4). The 8-day repeat with one polar
mission thus appears to be an unfortunate choice when the reduc-
tion of ocean tide model errors is a desirable mission goal. For the
SC12 and SC1234 mission scenarios, the ocean tides alias periods
for N2 andQ1 are reduced significantly, from 63.10 to 9.13 days
(Table 3). This thus leads to a better averaging out of the associated
ocean tides model errors.

The dual-tandem Bender constellation (BEN12) gives a
comparable performance as the dual- (SC12) and four-tandem
(SC1234) constellations if 5-day solutions are generated (thus us-
ing the repeat period of BEN1, top Fig. 11), also in terms of RMS
of geoid differences for the first EOF of continental hydrology (Ta-
ble 4). However, if 23-day solutions are generated (repeat period of
BEN2) the results deteriorate significantly. A strong striping pat-
tern can be observed in this case (bottom Fig. 11), and the RMS
of geoid differences deteriorates from 0.11 to 0.61 mm (Table 4).
Thus, great care has to be taken when defining the data span or time
period of the retrievals. Optimizing this data span should be part of
the design process for future missions. It can be concluded that im-
proved de-aliasing of ocean tide model errors can be achieved by
flying more satellite pairs. However, much can already be gained
by tuning orbital parameters (e.g. SC1vs.BEN1) or by tuning the
length of the gravity field retrieval periods (e.g. 5 daysvs.23 days
for BEN12).

5.2.5 Regional analysis

For many mission scenarios, it can be observed that gravity field
retrieval errors depend on the latitude. Relatively large distortions
occur at the lower latitudes close to the equator where the distance
between adjacent tracks is maximal (e.g. Fig. 6). Therefore, EOF
analyses were also conducted for two selected localized areas: the
Amazon area close to the equator and the Greenland area closeto
the Arctic pole. These two areas were selected, because theypro-
vide the opportunity of contrasting an annual cycle with a trend,
and also a change in ground track density with latitude.
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Figure 6. First EOF for 1996 continental hydrology: input hydrology (top), full aliasing of ocean tides error (middle) and after filtering out major ocean tides
periods (bottom) with one polar tandem (SC1). The EOF is displayed in terms of geoid amplitude (left) and time function (right).
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Figure 7. Third EOF for 1996 continental hydrology for full aliasing of ocean tides error with one polar tandem (SC1). The EOF is displayed in terms of geoid
amplitude (left) and time function (right).

Table 5. Comparison between the first EOF of the source and retrieved
gravity fields for the Amazon and Greenland area with full aliasing of the
ocean tides errors for several mission scenarios. The values are in terms of
geoid (mm).

Unsmoothed 10◦ spherical cap
Signal Error Signal Error

one tandem (SC1), 8-day repeat/solutions

Amazon 2.42 3.40 2.20 0.09
Greenland 1.21 0.27 1.03 0.14

two tandems (SC12), 4-day repeat/solutions

Amazon 2.43 0.10 2.20 0.09
Greenland 1.21 0.33 1.03 0.15

four tandems (SC1234), 2-day repeat/solutions

Amazon 2.43 0.10 2.20 0.10
Greenland 1.21 0.60 1.03 0.28

one tandem (BEN1), 5-day repeat/solutions

Amazon 2.42 0.10 2.19 0.10
Greenland 1.23 0.28 1.04 0.14

two tandems (BEN12), 5-day solutions

Amazon 2.42 0.10 2.19 0.08
Greenland 1.23 0.19 1.04 0.10

two tandems (BEN12), 23-day solutions

Amazon 2.45 0.80 2.22 0.11
Greenland 1.15 0.16 0.97 0.07

The hydrological gravity changes have a clear annual cycle
for the Amazon area and a trend for the Greenland area (Fig. 12),
indicating the different temporal behavior for these two areas. The
aliasing of ocean tide model errors is very prominent for theun-
smoothed solutions in the Amazon area, i.e. clear stripes can again
be observed in this equatorial region. In contrast, the unsmoothed
retrieval for Greenland compares very well with the input hydrol-

ogy. In terms of RMS of geoid differences, values of 3.40 and 0.27
mm are found for the Amazon and Greenland regions, respectively,
compared to a magnitude of 2.42 and 1.21 mm for the input or true
hydrology (Table 5). Thus, for the Amazon area the error of the re-
trieved gravity changes is larger than the input hydrology,whereas
the opposite is the case for the Greenland area.

Smoothing with a 10◦spherical cap leads to a first EOF for
the Amazon region that compares very well with the input hydrol-
ogy (right Fig. 12). The RMS of geoid differences is then reduced
from 3.40 to 0.09 mm, compared to 2.20 mm for the input hydrol-
ogy. We conclude that the retrieval results are strongly latitude de-
pendent for the single-tandem 8-day polar repeat mission scenario
(SC1). When a 10◦ spherical cap smoothing is applied, the results
for Greenland seem to be worse than for the Amazon region. This
might be explained by the fact that the simulated ocean tide model
errors are relatively large for the Arctic areas (Fig. 1), thus coun-
teracting the effect of the higher ground track density in case of
spherical cap smoothing.

For other mission scenarios, a comparable quality for the first
EOF is obtained when applying the 10◦ spherical cap smoothing
(Table 5). However, all other mission scenarios lead to better re-
sults for the Amazon area when no smoothing is applied, excluding
the 23-day solutions for the Bender constellation, which has a rel-
atively poor quality. It is especially striking that the single-tandem
5-day repeat mission (BEN1) leads to much better results than the
8-day repeat mission (SC1). These results show the complicated in-
terplay between mission scenarios (orbital parameters, number of
satellites) and the retrieved gravity changes one wants to observe
(trend, annual cycle, geographical location).

6 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The observation of gravity changes due to continental hydrology
has been defined as a test case for assessing the impact of ocean
tide model errors. Ocean tide model errors are already considered
as a dominant error source for gravity field retrievals from GRACE
and with the anticipated technological advance of future sensor sys-
tems, these errors will become even more important. A numberof
(post)processing methods has been investigated, including the tem-
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Figure 8. First EOF for 1996 continental hydrology applying 10◦ smoothing: input hydrology (top), full aliasing of ocean tides error (middle) and after
filtering out major ocean tides periods (bottom). The EOF is displayed in terms of geoid amplitude (left) and time function (right). The recovery was done with
one polar tandem (SC1). The EOF is displayed in terms of geoidamplitude (left) and time function (right).
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Figure 9. First EOF for 1996 continental hydrology with full aliasingof ocean tides error for 5-day repeat polar tandem (BEN1). The EOF is displayed in
terms of geoid amplitude (left) and time function (right).

poral filtering of time series of gravity field solutions, thespatial
smoothing of these time series and evaluation of solutions for dif-
ferent geographical areas. In addition, the impact of a few selected
mission scenarios has been investigated. These mission scenarios
include single-tandem GRACE-type missions with differentrepeat
periods, and single-, dual- and four-tandem missions with satellites
flying the same repeat period, but interleaved. In addition,a dual-
tandem Bender-type mission was defined with satellites flying in
orbits with different inclinations. The quality of solutions was in
many cases assessed by EOF analysis. The conclusions below are
based on this analysis.

First, a few bench mark cases were investigated, showing the
need for mitigating the ocean tide model errors if full advantage
is to be taken of future sensors with very low noise levels. Also, it
was shown that great care has to be taken with the (relative) weights
of observed orbit perturbations and ll-SST observations. The latter
must be taken into account in more detailed follow-on studies.

Second, the effect of ocean tide model errors on the quality
of hydrologically driven gravity field retrieval depends strongly on
the choice of orbital parameters. For example, a 5-day polarrepeat
orbit significantly reduced the aliasing of ocean tide modelerrors
compared to an 8-day polar repeat orbit. A strong reduction of this
aliasing was also achieved by flying more satellites in identical, but
time-shifted orbits. Moreover, the length of the periods for which
gravity solutions are generated plays an important role as well. The
aliasing of ocean tide model errors is much less for 5-day solutions
than for 23-day solutions for the dual-tandem Bender satellite con-
stellation. The RMS of geoid differences for the first EOF of the
1996 hydrological gravity changes could be reduced from 2 mm
for the worst case (single tandem, 8-day polar repeat) to 0.12 mm
when using different orbital parameters (5-day repeat), to0.11 mm
when using more tandems, and 0.11vs.0.61 mm when using 5-day
vs. 23-day retrieval periods, where the global RMS of the hydro-
logical gravity changes in terms of geoid is equal to 0.87 mm for
the first EOF.

We find that reducing the aliasing of ocean tide model errors
can also be achieved by enhancing the (post)processing of time se-
ries of gravity field solutions. The ocean tides cause perturbations
with alias periods that can be calculated accurately for repeat or-
bits. Signals with these periods can be filtered out of the gravity

field time series. In principle, the orbital parameters should then
be chosen such that these periods do not coincide with the gravity
changes one aims to observe. In other words, the ocean tides grav-
ity changes must be separable from - in this case - the hydrological
ones. For the worst case mission scenario, the RMS of geoid differ-
ences for the first EOF could be reduced from 2 mm to 0.25 mm.

At the expense of reduced spatial detail, spherical cap smooth-
ing was also proven to be successful for identifying hydrological
gravity changes in the presence of ocean tide model errors. This
was especially the case for the single-tandem polar 8-day repeat
orbit, which is obviously far from an optimal mission scenario.

Gravity field retrieval errors display a strong dependency with
latitude, which can be explained by the increase of the density of
satellite ground tracks with latitude. If, for example, theobjective
is to observe secular gravity changes in the polar areas, a single
satellite tandem already provides a much better sampling intime
and space than for observing annual changes in the equatorial ar-
eas. A Bender-type constellation consisting of a polar and lower-
inclination satellite pair leads to a more homogeneous ground track
density as a function of latitude, but then still great care has to be
taken with the gravity field retrieval procedure (e.g. 5-dayvs.23-
day solutions).

In reality, more error sources will affect gravity changes ob-
served by satellites. These error sources will include not only sen-
sor errors and ocean tide model errors, but also errors in other back-
ground models, such as gravity changes due to atmospheric pro-
cesses and ocean currents. It might be argued that such errors are
less systematic than errors in the ocean tide models, but they can
significantly impact gravity solutions (Visser and Schrama, 2005;
Visser, 2009; Swenson and Wahr, 2006). Taking these error sources
into account will further complicate the design of future gravity
field missions and (post)processing methodologies and willbe part
of future research.

Finally, it has to be stated that the results described in this
paper are based on a limited number of investigated mission sce-
narios and therefore the research described in this paper should be
considered as indicative and work in progress. The results included
in this paper show that the optimization of the design of a future
gravity mission is a complicated process. The observation of grav-
ity changes due to hydrology was chosen as test case, but it isfair
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Figure 10.First EOF for 1996 continental hydrology with full aliasingof ocean tides error for one (top, 8-day retrievals, SC1), two (middle, 4-day retrievals,
SC12) and four (bottom, 2-day retrievals, SC1234) polar tandems in terms of geoid (mm). All polar tandems fly a 8-day repeat. The EOF is displayed in terms
of geoid amplitude (left) and time function (right).
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Figure 11. First EOF for 1996 continental hydrology with full aliasingof ocean tides error with the two-tandem Bender constellation (BEN12): 5-day (top)
and 23-day (bottom) solutions. The EOF is displayed in termsof geoid amplitude (left) and time function (right).

to assume that a future mission will need to be able to do more
(e.g. observe ice mass changes as well). This will complicate the
mission design even more.
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APPENDIX A: REPEAT ORBITS AND TEMPORAL
ALIASING OF OCEAN TIDES

A satellite flying in aβ/α-repeat orbit completesβ revolutions in
α nodal days, whereβ andα are relative primes. Thus, the satel-
lite flies over exactly the same geographical location eachα nodal
days (the associated period in seconds is indicated by the repeat
periodTrep). This means that at a fixed geographical location all
time-variable effects with frequencies larger than the Nyquist fre-
quencyfN = 1/(2Trep) will be undersampled and thus alias into
frequenciesf < fN.

The phase difference∆φ of an harmonic signal with period
Ts between two consecutive passages at a certain geographicallo-
cation is:

∆φ =
2π

Ts

Trep (A.1)

By defining ∆φa = ∆φ − 2πk with k such that
∆φa ∈ [−π, π], the alias periodTa becomes (Schlax and Chelton,
1994; Parke, 1987; Han et al., 2004):

Ta =
2π

∆φa

(A.2)

The mean semi-major axisa of the repeat period can be ap-
proximated very well by taking into account the secular perturba-
tions caused by theJ2 gravity field term (Brouwer and Clemence,
1961). The length of a nodal dayTnod then becomes:

Tnod =
2π

ωe − Ω̇
(A.3)

with ωe the angular velocity of the Earth, andΩ̇ the rate of change
of the right ascension of ascending node of the orbital plane(as-
suming a circular orbit):

Ω̇ = −
3

2
J2

√

µ

a3

(

ae

a

)2

cos i (A.4)

whereµ represents the Earth’s gravity parameter andae the mean
equatorial radius. The mean semi-major axis can be derived by us-
ing the following equation (Wagner, 1991):

a = aK

[

1 − J2

(

Re
aK

)2 (

4 cos2(I) −
β

α
cos(I) − 1

)

]

(A.5)

with aK the semi-major axis for a Kepler orbit:

aK = 3

√

α2GM

β2ω2
E

(A.6)

which is nothing else than Kepler’s third law in repeat-orbit dis-
guise.
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Table B1.Selected major tidal constituents.

Darwin Doodson Equilib. frequency origin
name number amp. (m) (◦/hr)

Semi-diurnal

M2 255.555 0.2441 28.984 L principal
S2 273.555 0.1138 30.000 S principal
N2 245.655 0.0467 28.440 L major elliptic ofM2

K2 275.555 0.0309 30.082 L/S declinational

Diurnal

K1 165.555 0.1426 15.041 S declinational
O1 145.555 0.1013 13.943 L principal
P1 165.555 0.0473 14.959 S principal
Q1 135.655 0.0194 13.399 L elliptic of O1

L: lunar,S: solar

APPENDIX B: OCEAN TIDE MODELING

The 8 major ocean tidal components have been used in this
study, including the semi-diurnal termsK2,M2, N2, S2, and diur-
nal termsK1, O1, P1, Q1 (Table B1, (Smith, 1999)). The original
tide models are provided as geographical grids of amplitudes and
phases. These grids have been converted to time variable geopoten-
tial spherical harmonic expansionsV ocean

tid complete to degree and
orderLmax:

V ocean
tid =

Lmax
∑

l=0

l
∑

m=0

(

ae

r

)l+1

P̄lm(sinφ)

[cocean
lm (t) cos(mλ) + socean

lm (t) sin(mλ)] (B.1)

whereae represents the Earth’s mean equatorial radius,P̄lm the
normalized Legendre polynomial of degreel and orderm, and the
location is given by the radiusr, geocentric latitudeφ and longi-
tudeλ. The geopotential spherical harmonic ocean tide coefficients
cocean
lm andsocean

lm satisfy:

cocean
lm = 4πgaeρw

1 + k
′

l

2l + 1

∑

p

[

(C+
lmp + C−

lmp) cos θp(t)

+(S+
lmp + S−

lmp) sin θp(t)
]

socean
lm = 4πgaeρw

1 + k
′

l

2l + 1

∑

p

[

(S+
lmp − S−

lmp) cos θp(t)

−(C+
lmp −C−

lmp) sin θp(t)
]

(B.2)

where the coefficientsC±

lmp andS±

lmp are related to the prograde
(+) and retrograde (−) amplitudesD̄±

lmp and phasesǫ±lmp from the
spherical harmonic expansions derived from the original tidal grids
p = K1, O1, P1, Q1,K2,M2, N2, S2:

C+
lmp = D̄+

lmp cos ǫ+lmp ; S+
lmp = D̄+

lmp sin ǫ+lmp

C−

lmp = D̄−

lmp cos ǫ−lmp ; S−

lmp = D̄−

lmp sin ǫ−lmp (B.3)

The density of water is given byρw, the load number for degreel
by 1 + k

′

l and the fundamental arguments of the tides byθp(t).
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